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The new roaming regulation could result in a transfer of income from 

poor to rich populations  

 

The initiative could drive certain operators to create illegal strategies aimed at 

minimising the impact 
 

Altran Spain has presented the ‘Zero Roaming. A pitfall of European regulation’ report. The main 

conclusions about the new Roaming Like At Home (RLAH) regulation approved by the European 

Union are “could result in a transfer of income from poor to rich populations and also drive certain 

operators to create illegal strategies aimed at minimising the impact”.  

 

The team that prepared the report offers various conclusions about the main consequences that the 

Roaming Like At Home (RLAH) initiative, which forms part of the Digital Europe programme that 

strives to establish a unique digital space for all the countries in the European Union, will have on 

users as well as operators.  

 

One of the main conclusions highlighted by the report is that the regulation could result in the 

transfer of income from poor to rich populations since operators may be forced to increase domestic 

tariffs if actual network operating costs are higher than the price set by the regulation. Users with 

lower purchasing power tend to travel abroad less frequently, so in an RLAH environment, people 

who travel will pay less during their trips at the expense of individuals who do not travel, who in turn 

will pay more since domestic rates will increase.  

 

It also highlights the possibility that certain operators may search for illegal strategies aimed at 

minimizing the impact or taking advantage of the regulation. The potential challenges of monitoring 

the “fair use policy” could favour telecommunications fraud in the form of “fake roamers”, which are 

residents who purchase services from a country with lower tariffs but use those services in Spain.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The report prepared by Altran Spain also points out that the new regulation does not properly 

address the matter of seasonality since the mobile networks of populations with a high tourism 

capacity must be designed and equipped with sufficient capacity so as to provide service to a 

floating population—several times the size of the local population—during certain months. This 

means that once tourists leave, networks will be underused most of the year, resulting in oversized 

infrastructures that do not generate revenue for operators.  

 

The report was presented at a press conference held this past Thursday, 30 March, at the Altran 

Centre for Innovation in Madrid. The attendees included Ana Mosquera,  Director of the 

Telecommunications, Media and Services Division of Altran Spain; Eulogio Naz, Advisory Board; and 

Borja García-Canfrán, Associate Director of Business Consulting. 

 

 

About Altran  

 

As a global leader in engineering and R&D services, Altran helps clients create and develop new products and 

services. The Group earned €2.120 billion in 2016 and has more than 30,000 employees in over 20 countries.  

It began operating in Spain 20 years ago and the company works with the leading industries (Financial Services, 

Aerospace & Defence, Automotive, Infrastructure & Transport, Energy, Industry, Healthcare, Railway, Public 

Sector, Telecommunications and Media). With more than 3,300 highly-skilled employees, Altran has six offices 

located in Spain’s main cities. 
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